
Burglary, fi re, theft, unwanted visitors... 
Do you want to keep unexpected events under 
control? That’s the business of GDW Security.

The golden rule of the security industry  
Expect the unexpected 



What do we do?

Intrusion detection
Limit the burglar’s room  
for manoeuvre 

Burglars break through both the security features of the 

building (e.g. locks) and organisational measures (e.g. 

keeping windows closed). That’s when your alarm system 

comes into play.

An alarm system is about intrusion detectors, control 

panels, sirens, monitoring, surveillance... What do 

you need? GDW Security studies your security needs 

in accordance with the legislation. As an INCERT-

approved company, we bring you, the customer, into line 

with the requirements of your theft insurance.

Camera surveillance 
Anyone who’s there can  
be seen

With CCTV, you have an alarm system with eyes. Result: 

you obtain evidence and increase the deterrent effect.

Closed-circuit TV has a number of technical aspects 

that need to be addressed: network transmission, setup, 

display, high-end solutions... GDW Security has the 

expertise and insight to give you a solution that perfectly 

matches your current situation.

 
Fire detection
Make fire a remote possibility

Unlike a burglar, a fire doesn’t think rationally. A fire 

detection system has to spring into action as soon  

as it detects smoke or fire. Structural protection (e.g.  

fire-resistant materials) and organisational measures  

(e.g. fire extinguishers) can reduce the risk of fire or limit 

the damage.

When we talk about a fire detection system, we mean fire 

sensors, autonomy, signage, links... How can you smarten 

up your building’s fire detection system? Discuss it with our 

BOSEC fire experts.

Access control
Make sure your doors remain 
closed to uninvited guests

Access to your building or location can be restricted to 

certain people by setting limits on the areas they can enter, 

and at what times. These restrictions ensure tighter control 

of access.

Access control can use ordinary badges, but it is now 

also possible to use a biometric scan. Ask GDW Security 

about the options, so you can manage the access to 

buildings, compartments and specific areas in a future-

oriented manner.



BEDRIJVEN

PARTICULIEREN

        - Private market 

The label that stands for top quality in the security of  
your home.

Are you an added value seeker who attaches great 

importance to electronic security? Then you share the 

vision of GDW Security. For us you’re not a customer, but a 

genuine partner. Our product line enables you to develop a 

real solution where we help integrate the security into your 

home automation. You can count on us for e.g.:

 + linked controls to home automation or via separate 

contacts

 + integration of (intelligent) camera surveillance

 + remote management via a free smartphone application

 + tight design with several implementation options 

       - Companies  

A personalised approach and solutions custom-tailored 
to your company.

Are you looking for a total solution for the electronic security 

of your company building? For a single application, or for 

a combination of different techniques? At GDW Security, 

an experienced and certified security advisor always 

accompanies you in a professional manner. We offer our 

expertise in order to jointly determine the right solution for 

your security needs.
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Temporary security of your worksite, premises, stand, garage box, warehouse, etc. with a modular system that  

you can adapt and manage yourself. On a lease formula basis, we offer a range of solutions that we can quickly  

install and customise to meet your needs.      

The GDW Observer is an intelligent alarm & linked video 

surveillance system for an external setup that will do more 

than just deter. 

Functioning and advantages

 + can be managed by yourself without 

a control panel 

 + link with control panel possible 

 + alarm upon detection by one of the 

infrared detectors 

 + live images by movable camera 

 + direct control of each alarm 

 + wirelessly expandable with extra detection 

 + no expensive human surveillance 

 + wide detection field

 + own infrared lighting 

 + operational via SIM card 

 + GPS tracking system built-in 

 + protected against sabotage 

 + emergency power supply built-in

The GDW Protect is composed of a high-performance 

burglary centre with various wirelessly linked components. 

Via a SIM card you can easily manage the installation 

remotely yourself with a smartphone application and you 

are notified in case of an alarm situation. 

Functioning and advantages 

 + one-time installation of the basic configuration and 

training of users 

 + no control room necessary, follow-up of alarms via 

mobile phone signal 

 + easy and clear FREE application for (several) users 

for management and follow-up 

 + no intervention necessary by an installer when the 

set-up changes, you can move the wirelessly linked 

components yourself (also provided is a testing device 

to check whether the wireless range is adequate at all 

desired locations). 

 + easily expandable 

 + possible to link with the GDW Observer unit



Certificates 
We have the (obligatory) legal certification. In addition, we have the most important security certificates (INCERT, BOSEC,  

FiSQ and ISO 9001:2008), as you would expect from a company that has been in the security industry for nearly 40 years. 

GDW Security SA
Haachtsesteenweg 56 / BE-1831 Machelen-Diegem
T: +32 2 720 99 90 / F: +32 2 725 07 06 
info@gdwsecurity.be / www.gdwsecurity.be
Follow us on social media: social.gdwsecurity.be
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